Help fund healthy people and communities in Alaska.
Collaboratively fund The Alliance to strengthen projects and partnerships that address alcohol use
in our communities and build a more connected prevention community.

INVEST IN LOCAL LEADERSHIP

GATHER TO GROW STRATEGY

Our communities hold the wisdom and
ideas needed to reduce harms related to
alcohol use. Grants funding prevention work
often miss out on these possibilities. The
Alliance stipends leadership opportunities for
community members whose voices are needed
at the decision-making table.

Most Alliance work happens at a distance,
in virtual workgroups uniting advocates
in communities around the state. To fully
live into our capacity for shared learning,
funding for in-person events such as the
Alaska Wellness & Prevention Symposium is
essential.

CO-CREATE DATA EQUITY

EMBODY SYSTEMS CHANGE

Alliance members collaborate with UAA
Division of Population Health Sciences
researchers to assess our communities’ data on
prevention capacity, strategies, and resources.
Our regional data scans and prevention
landscape map are now public resources. Our
work is building momentum for data equity in
Alaska.

The Alliance has become a central resource for
workforce development in Alaska’s prevention
& wellness field. Through shared leadership
and investing in members’ skill development
we shift culture, build power, and make our
work an example of what’s possible.

WE INVITE OUR MEMBERS, SUPPORTERS, AND COLLABORATORS TO INVEST IN THIS WORK
BY WRITING IT INTO YOUR OWN ORGANIZATION’S BUDGET AND FUNDING PROPOSALS.
Contact The Alliance Coordinator to discuss funding partnerships.
Jess Limbird - jlimbird@recoveralaska.org

WHO WE ARE
The Alliance is a system-shifting network of multiple and
diverse partners across Alaska who recognize the impacts
of alcohol misuse on individuals and communities. We are
personally and professionally committed to working together
to address this complex problem in our state.

5 Statewide Workgroups

OUR MISSION
Engage people and communities as partners, promote
individual and community wellness, and prevent excessive
alcohol use and harms in Alaska.

10 Co-Chairs Representing
All Alaska Regions

OUR OBJECTIVES
The Alliance’s objectives include open and inclusive practices
and we work to engage the time, talents, and communitybased contexts of Alliance members. We fully recognize
inequities in our landscape. The Alliance embraces a
membership model that is free to all participants and
embodies access by paying our participant leaders.

79+ Member Organizations

Excessive alcohol use touches every priority issue in Alaska
– violence, suicide, child maltreatment, unintentional injury,
and more.
This journey brings us all together.

160+ Individual Members

THE ALLIANCE TIMELINE
Spring-Summer 2019

Fall-Winter 2019

2020

2021

2022 & Beyond

Recover Alaska
works with statewide
partners to create
a proposal funded
through the State
of Alaska.

Assessment and
planning begin, using
Strategic Prevention,
System Change &
Collective Impact
Frameworks, and
the principles of
Emergent Strategy.

The Alliance
develops our
statement of shared
purpose that sets
the network vision
and mission.

Now partnered with 73+
Alaska organizations,
The Alliance embraces
our broad strategic
direction of building
relationships, power, and
shared meaning.

Collaborate with
The Alliance to
realize our vision
for community
wellness!

OUR FUNDERS, 2019-2023

FUNDING PARTNERSHIPS
We invite our members, supporters, and
collaborators to invest in this work by writing
it into your own organization’s budget and
funding proposals. Contact Jess Limbird to
discuss funding partnerships at
jlimbird@recoveralaska.org.
WWW.ALASKA-ALLIANCE.ORG

